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Float & Sink Experience &     

Washing Trucks 
To continue with our science week, Miss Jade decided to do an ac-

tivity to see what things float and what things sink? Miss Jade 

was so excited to do this with all of our Jellyfish friends. Miss Jade 

had collected a numerous amount of items from our store room, 

we had leaves, shells, wooden shaped cotton threads, pom poms, 

some mini trucks and diggers and a few other little nick knack's. 

We had 3 different containers, two with water and the other with 

our bits and pieces. 

Archie wanted to have a go first and he put the truck in. “Archie 

did that sick or float?” asked Miss Jade, he was so excited. Harvey 

and Aria quickly wanted to have a turns as well. Harvey threw a 

couple of pom poms in and they floated, he started to grab some 

out and began squeezing them. Aria had some shells and noticed 

they sank really quickly. This caught Tiffany's attention and she 

soon followed by placing in pom poms.   

Weixuan and Chloe sat by Miss Zoe observing what was going on. 

They too had a turn and placed a couple of buttons in.   

Ethan and Evan sat by Miss Jade curious with all the excitement 

going on. Ethan put in some buttons, shells and even wanted to see 

if the balls would float or not. Evan put in a lead and then wanted 

to try a button. 

Miss Jade asked Olivia and Jacqueline if they wanted to have a go, 

at first they didn't show interest but then both grabbed a pom pom 

and threw It in the container.  

Miss Jade then transferred the water into a large tough tray and 

added in some soap to make some bubbles, she added in the min 

diggers and trucks and also some small sponges. The children 

quickly dived into the tray washing all the trucks and diggers and 

even started to clean the tables and chairs. They all had so much 

fun, especially splashing the water around, make extra bubbles. 

 

Written by Miss Taylah 



Safari Sandpit  
Miss Taylah had set up a fun little safari in the 

tough tray with sand, leaves, animals and the 

coloured magnifying glasses. Evan and Harvey 

raced straight over to the tray to start          

exploring. Harvey grabbed the magnifying glass 

and started to look closely at the sand and    

animals in the tray. Evan was picking up each of 

the animals asking Miss Taylah what each of 

them were called. Chloe joined in on the fun and 

was looking through the yellow magnifying 

glass looking at the big orange tiger. Eleanor 

was using the red magnifying glass to make 

patterns in the sand. Archie and Weixuan sat by 

each others side and using the green magnifying 

glass and the tea cup from home corner, looking 

closely at the animals and pouring the sand 

around the tray. Jacqueline used the blue     

magnifying glass to get up and close to the    

animals, she got excited when she could see 

that everything was blue.  

The jellyfish children had fun connecting         

together through this shared experience,     

communicating and sharing their thoughts 

and ideas.  

 

Written by Miss Taylah. 







Jellyfish 
Staff Name Taylah Zoe Jade 

Shift 7.45-4.15 9.00-5.15 9.00-5.00 

Date 19th August 2021 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

Day Thursday Lunch 12.00-1.00 1.30-2.15 1.00-1.30 
CHILD'S NAME Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Bottles 

Tiffany All All All 11.40 1.20   

Weixuan All All All Rested Rested   

Eleanor Late All All 1.10 1.35   

Archie All All x2 All 11.45 1.30 All 

Jacqueline All All All 11.50 1.40   

Olivia All All x2 All 12.00 12.55   

Harvey All All x3 All 11.55 1.00   

Aria All All All 11.45 12.45   

Ayden All All  All 12.05 1.45 150mls 

Ethan Late All x3 All 12.00 1.00 All 

Chloe Late All  Some 12.10 1.00   

Evan  All All  All 11.45 2.00 All 

              

              

              

UV Rating  9:20 am to 2:20 pm, UV 5 

Morning Tea   Apple, Watermelon & Crackers 

Alt Morning Tea N/A 

Lunch Mexican Rice 

Alt Lunch Dairy Free Mexican Rice  

Afternoon tea Garlic Bread and Vegetable Sticks 

Alt Afternoon tea N/A 


